If the three dimensional self-avoiding walk (SAW) is conformally invariant, then one can compute the hitting densities for the SAW in a half-space and in a sphere [14] . The ensembles of SAW's used to define these hitting densities involve walks of arbitrary lengths, and so these ensembles cannot be directly studied by the pivot Monte Carlo algorithm for the SAW. We show that these mixed length ensembles should have the same scaling limit as certain weighted ensembles that only involve walks with a single length, thus providing a fast method for simulating these ensembles. Preliminary simulations which found good agreement between the predictions and Monte Carlo simulations for the SAW were reported in [14] . In this paper we present more accurate simulations testing the predictions and find even stronger support for the prediction that the SAW is conformally invariant in three dimensions.
Introduction
The scaling limit of the self-avoiding walk (SAW) is conjectured to be conformally invariant. In two dimensions this conjecture leads to a complete description of the scaling limit. If D is a simply connected domain, the scaling limit of the SAW between two fixed boundary points is conjectured to be chordal Schramm-Lowener evolution (SLE) with parameter κ = 8/3 [15] . (Between a fixed boundary point and a fixed interior point the scaling limit is conjectured to be radial SLE.) If one considers SAW's in D which start at a fixed interior point but are allowed to end anywhere on the boundary, then there are predictions for the distribution of the terminal point [15] . Monte Carlo tests of the SLE predictions for the two-dimensional SAW can be found in [5, 10, 11] . Tests of the predictions for the hitting density can be found in [12, 13] All these simulations found excellent agreement with the predictions, supporting the conjecture that the two-dimensional SAW is conformally invariant.
The success of using conformal invariance to study the two dimensional SAW is a result of the large group of conformal transformations in two dimensions. In three and higher dimensions this group consists only of compositions of Euclidean symmetries and inversions in spheres. It is not expected that invariance under this limited group completely determines the SAW in three dimensions, but one can still ask if the SAW is conformally invariant and if this invariance leads to any non-trivial predictions for the three-dimensional SAW. We restrict our attention to three dimensions since the scaling limit of the SAW has been proved to be Brownian motion in more than four dimensions [7, 8] , and substantial progress toward proving this in four dimensions has been made [1] .
In [14] we argued that the conformal covariance prediction of [15] for the hitting density in two dimensions holds in three dimensions as well. This led to a prediction of the hitting density for the SAW starting at an interior point of the half-space z > 0 and the hitting density of the SAW starting at an interior point of a sphere. The conjectured conformal invariance also gives a prediction for the distribution of the first time the SAW in the full-space between two fixed points crosses the plane which bisects the line segment between those two points. These three predictions for the SAW were tested by Monte Carlo simulations of the SAW, and the results of those simulations were reported in [14] . We found good agreement between the simulations and the conformal invariance predictions, supporting the conjecture that the SAW is conformally invariant in three dimensions.
The ensembles of SAW's in these predictions are not easily studied by the usual Monte Carlo algorithms for the SAW, in particular the pivot algorithm. The simulations presented in [14] relied on a representation of these ensembles in terms of the ensemble of SAW's with a fixed number of steps and no constraint on the end point. In this paper we derive these representations. We also explain the lattice effects that persist in the scaling limit that must be taken into account.
In the next section we review the definition of the SAW and the predictions derived in [14] . In section three we derive the representations of the ensembles we wish to study in terms of the ensemble of SAW's with a fixed number of steps. The lattice effects that persist in the scaling limit are studied in section four. Section five presents the results of the simulations, and the final section presents our conclusions.
Definitions and predictions
We review the definition of the self-avoiding walk. We introduce a lattice with spacing δ, e.g., δZ d . Our simulations use the cubic lattice, but our predictions about the scaling limit should hold for any regular lattice in three dimensions. A self-avoiding walk is a nearest-neighbor walk on the lattice which does not visit any site in the lattice more than once. We will denote such a walk by ω(i) where i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N with N being the number of steps in the walk. So ω satisfies |ω(i) − ω(i − 1)| = δ for i = 1, 2, · · · , N and ω(i) = ω(j) for i = j. In this paper we will always take the SAW to start at the origin, i.e., ω(0) = 0. There are a variety of ensembles that one can consider. One can consider the SAW on the full lattice, or one can only allow SAW's that lie inside some prescribed domain. One can consider SAW's which start and end at prescribed points, or one can consider SAW's which start at a prescribed point but are allowed to end in some set, e.g., the boundary of a domain.
We start with the SAW in a bounded domain. Let D be a bounded domain containing the origin or with the origin on its boundary. The ordinary random walk in D started at the origin and stopped when it exits D may be described as follows. We consider all finite nearest neighbor walks in D which start at the origin and stay inside D except for the last step of the walk which takes it outside D. Such a walk ω is given probability z −|ω| where z is the coordination number of the lattice. We define the SAW in D starting at the origin in an analogous fashion. In place of the coordination number we use the connective constant µ. It is given by µ = lim N →∞ c 1/N N where c N denotes the number of SAW's on the full lattice with N steps that start at 0. (The existence of this limit follows from the subadditivity of ln(c N ) [16] .) The SAW in D is then defined by taking all SAW's that start at the origin and stay inside D except for the last bond which takes the walk outside of D. The probability of such a walk ω is defined to be proportional to µ −|ω| . (The constant of proportionality is determined by the requirement that we get a probability measure.) Rather than allow the SAW to end at any site just outside the boundary, we could also fix both the starting point and an ending point just outside D and consider the ensemble of SAW's between these two points that stay inside D except for the last step. When D is unbounded, there are infinitely many SAW's between the two points, and it is not clear whether the sum of the weight µ −|ω| is finite. We would also like to consider the SAW in an unbounded domain when the terminal point is taken to be ∞. In this case we need to modify the definition. There are two possible definitions. For the first, we fix an integer N and take all SAW's which start at the prescribed starting point, stay inside D and have exactly N steps. We put the uniform probability measure on this finite set of walks. It is expected that as N → ∞, this probability measure converges weakly to a probability measure supported on infinite SAW's from the starting point to ∞. The other definition is to consider all finite length SAW's starting at the prescribed starting point and staying in D. The weight of a walk ω is taken to be c −|ω| with c > µ. This inequality insures that the resulting measure is finite and so can be normalized to give a probability measure. We then expect that as c → µ + this probability measure converges weakly to a probability measure supported on infinite SAW's from the starting point to ∞. It is expected that the two definitions produce the same probability measure.
For all these ensembles the scaling limit should be obtained by letting δ → 0. It is expected that the probability measures converge weakly in this limit to probability measures supported on simple curves, but this has not been proven.
We review the definitions of several critical exponents that we will use. The average distance that an N step SAW travels is described by the exponent ν.
where E N is expectation with respect to the uniform probability measure on SAW's with N steps starting at the origin. The exponents γ and ρ characterize the asymptotic behavior of the number of SAW's. The number of SAW's with N steps starting at the origin grows as µ N N γ−1 . If you only allow SAW's that stay in a half-space, e.g., {(x, y, z) : z > 0}, or in two dimensions in a half-plane, then it grows like µ N N γ−1−ρ . So the probability that a SAW with N steps in the full-space lies in the half-space goes like N −ρ . The final exponent we need is the boundary scaling exponent b. The partition function of the SAW between two fixed boundary points of a domain goes as δ 2b as the lattice spacing δ goes to zero. The exponent b also characterizes the probability that a two-dimensional SAW will pass through a small slit in a curve. If ǫ is the width of the slit, the probability goes as ǫ 2b as ǫ goes to zero. This holds in three dimensions as well if ǫ is the linear size of a small hole in a surface.
In two dimensions there are predictions for the values of these exponents, none of which have been proved. (In fact the existence of these exponents is not even established rigorously in two and three dimensions.) The predictions are ν = 3/4 [6] , γ = 43/32 [17] , ρ = 25/64 [2] and b = η /2 = 5/8 [2] . In three dimensions there are numerical estimates for these exponents but no exact predictions. In three dimensions Clisby [4] finds ν = 0.587597(7) Schram, Barkema and Bisseling [18] , find γ = 1.15698(34). Grassberger [9] finds γ 1 = 0.6786 ± 0.0012 where
These exponents are related by a standard scaling relation:
A heuristic derivation of this relation for the SAW can be found in [15] . They gave the derivation in two dimensions, but the derivation works in any number of dimensions.
For an ensemble in which the terminal point is allowed to be anywhere along the boundary we will refer to the distribution of this random terminal point as a hitting distribution. For the ordinary random walk the scaling limit of this distribution is harmonic measure. For the SAW there is another distribution on the boundary that can be defined. One can consider the SAW in the full-plane or space from 0 to ∞ and look at the first exit from D. We emphasize that this distribution is not expected to be the same as the distribution we refer to as the hitting distribution. There are no predictions for this distribution defined using the SAW in the full-plane or space, and we will not consider it in this paper.
Lawler, Schramm, Werner gave a prediction for the hitting density of a SAW in two dimensions [15] . Let D be a simply connected domain containing the origin and f a conformal map such that f (0) = 0. We denote the hitting density with respect to arc length by σ D (z) where z ∈ ∂D. Their prediction is that
In particular, by taking f to be a conformal map that sends D to the unit disc, we see that σ D (z) is proportional to the density for harmonic measure on ∂D raised to the b power. Depending on just how one defines the ensemble of SAW's that end on the boundary of D, there is a correction factor that must be included in the above prediction [12] . It arises from lattice effects that, somewhat surprisingly, persist in the scaling limit. This is discussed further in section 4. A heuristic derivation of (2) can be found in [14] . The same argument holds in three dimensions with the caveat that the group of conformal transformations in three dimensions is quite limited. It is generated by translations, rotations, dilations and inversions in spheres. We will use the conformal transformation
It maps the point at ∞ to the origin, maps the origin to the point (0, 0, 2) and maps the unit sphere centered at the origin to the plane z = 1. Note that this is the plane that bisects the line segment between the two endpoints, so we will often refer to it as the bisecting plane.
Consider the SAW in the unit sphere centered at the origin. The scaling limit of the hitting density should be uniform on the sphere. Under the conformal map (3) we have the SAW in the half-space z < 1 starting at the origin. So the hitting density for this geometry can be found. If we let (x, y, 1) be the coordinates of a point on the plane z = 1, then the density with respect to Lebesgue measure on the plane is
The constant of proportionality is simply determined by the requirement that this is a probability density. (Details of this derivation can be found in [14] .) Given the symmetry of the hitting density on the plane under rotations about the z-axis, in our simulations we will study the random variable R = x 2 + y 2 . Its density is proportional to r[r 2 + 1] −b , and so the cumulative distribution function of R is
We now consider the hitting density for a SAW in a sphere when the starting point is not the origin. Without loss of generality we can consider the unit sphere centered at the origin and take the starting point to be (0, 0, a) with −1 < a < 1. We parametrize the sphere with spherical coordinates, and let ρ a (θ, φ) be the hitting density with respect to Lebesgue measure on the sphere. Now we use the same conformal map (3) as before. It still takes the unit sphere to the plane z = 1, and takes the starting point of the SAW at (0, 0, a) to (0, 0, 2/(1 − a)). Using the results for the hitting density in a half-space we find
(Details of this derivation can be found in [14] .) If we only consider the angle Θ, the density is
Note that this can be explicitly integrated to give the CDF:
In addition to the hitting densities we studied above, there is another prediction about the SAW that follows trivially from conformal invariance. Consider the scaling limit of the SAW in the full-space from the origin to ∞. Look at the first time it hits the unit sphere. This point will be uniformly distributed over the sphere. The conformal map (3) transforms this into the SAW in the full-space from (0, 0, 0) to (0, 0, 2) and we are looking at the first hit of the plane z = 1. So its distribution will just be the image of the uniform measure on the sphere under f . This is given by
Let R = x 2 + y 2 , so R is distance of this first hit to the plane to the center of the plane. Then density of R is proportional to [r 2 + 1] −2 r dr. Integrating this we find the CDF is
The dilation ensembles
The most efficient algorithm for simulating the SAW is the pivot algorithm [16] . Clisby's recent implementation of this algorithm has dramatically improved its efficiency [3] . The pivot algorithm simulates SAW ensembles with a fixed number of steps in the walk. The starting point of the walk is fixed, but the terminal point of the walk is not. In all of the ensembles we wish to study the number of steps is not fixed, and the terminal point of the walk is either fixed or constrained to lie on some boundary. So we cannot directly test the predictions of conformal invariance from the previous section with the pivot algorithm. Instead we will use the pivot algorithm to study ensembles that we believe to have the same scaling limit as the ensemble we considered in the previous section, but which are amenable to simulation by the pivot algorithm. The idea behind these ensembles was introduced in [13] . Although our focus is on three dimensions, the arguments in this section hold in any number of dimensions. There are three SAW ensembles used in the paper. The "half-space ensemble" consists of all finite length SAW's that start at the origin, and then stay in the half-space z < 1 until they end somewhere on the plane z = 1. The "spherical ensemble" consists of all finite length SAW's that start at the origin and then stay inside the sphere of radius 1 centered at (0, 0, −a) until they end somewhere on the surface of this sphere. The "point to point ensemble" consists of all finite length SAW's in the full-space that start at the origin and end at a fixed point q.
Note that all three of these ensembles share two features: there is no constraint on the number of steps in the walk, but there is a constraint on where the walk ends.
The pivot algorithm simulates the SAW ensemble which contains all SAW's starting at the origin with a fixed number N of steps and no constraint on where they end. We refer to this as the "fixed length ensemble", and denote expectations with respect to the uniform probability measure on these walks by E N . The pivot algorithm can also be used to simulate the ensemble of SAW's with N steps which start at the origin and then stay in the half-space z > 0. We refer to this as the "half-space fixed length ensemble", and denote expectations with respect to the uniform probability measure on it by E + N . In this section we show how to express the three ensembles used in this paper in terms of the fixed-length ensembles. In all three cases the general strategy is the same. We define a "super-ensemble" in which the number of steps in the SAW is not fixed and there are no constraints on where the SAW ends. We add a constraint to the super-ensemble that says that it is possible to transform the walk into a walk which appears in the desired ensemble by a Euclidean transformation. We then decompose the sum in the super-ensemble in two different ways. One decomposition shows that its scaling limit is the same as the scaling limit of the desired ensemble. The other decomposition shows that its scaling limit can be expressed in terms of the N → ∞ limit of the fixed length ensemble.
Half-space ensemble
We first consider the half-space ensemble which consists of all SAW's on a lattice with spacing δ that start at the origin and then stay in the half-space {(x, y, z) : z < 1} until they end on the boundary of this half-space, i.e., the plane z = 1. A walk ω is given weight µ −|ω| . We denote expectations in this half-space ensemble with lattice spacing δ by E half δ . We want to express this half-space ensemble in terms of the half-space fixed-length ensemble which consists of all SAW's with N steps in the half-space z > 0 that start at the origin. All the walks are given equal probability in the half-space fixed-length ensemble. Given a walk from the half-space fixed-length ensemble we can reflect it in the plane z = 0, then translate it and dilate it to produce a walk between the origin and the plane z = 1 which stays in the half-space z < 1, i.e., a walk in the half-space ensemble. If ω is the walk from the half-space fixed-length ensemble, we let ω(|ω|) = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and then let
Then φ ω is the Euclidean transformation that takes the endpoint of ω to the origin and takes the origin to some point on the plane z = 1. So by reversing its direction we can think of φ ω (ω) as a walk in the half-space ensemble.
To relate the two ensembles we use the super-ensemble which consists of all finite SAW's in the half-space z > 0 that start at the origin. A walk ω is weighted by µ −|ω| . To ensure that the sum of the weights is finite we introduce a cutoff. For a walk ω we let z(ω) be the z-coordinate of ω(|ω|), the endpoint of the walk. Fix 0 < z 1 < z 2 . Our cutoff is the condition z 1 ≤ z(ω) ≤ z 2 . Let ψ be a random variable on the space of simple curves in the half-space z < 1 which start at the origin and end somewhere on the plane z = 1. Define
where H stands for the half-space z > 0 and the notation ω : 0 → H means that the sum is over all finite SAW's which start at the origin and then stay in the half-space H.
We now decompose the sum in Z δ (ψ) in two different ways. The first decomposition is based on where the walk ends.
The sum over z is over multiples of δ that are in the allowed range. Define
Thanks to the constraint z(ω) = z, the transformations φ ω in this sum all have the same dilation factor, namely 1/z. So the walks φ ω (ω) all live on a lattice with spacing δ/z. They all start at the origin and stay in the half-space z < 1 until they end on the plane z = 1. So the above is exactly equal to the expectation of ψ in the half-space ensemble with lattice spacing δ/z, i.e., E half δ/z [ψ] . For all z, as δ → 0, this has the same limit as E half δ
[ψ]. Noting that
we conclude that
For the second decomposition of Z δ (ψ), we decompose it based on the number of steps in ω. Let b n be the number of SAW's in the half-space starting at 0 with n steps. We rewrite Z δ (ψ) as
Since z(ω) ≥ z 1 , ω must have at least z 1 /δ steps. So as the lattice spacing goes to zero, the first n for which the summand is nonzero goes to infinity. Since b n is asymptotic to µ n n γ−1−ρ , we replace b n µ −n by n γ−1−ρ . So we have
Since the sum on n is only over large values, we can replace the expectations E + n over ω with a single expectation E + N over ω where N is large. We replace ωn −ν with ωN
And we replace ψ(φ ω (ω)) by ψ(φ ω (ω)). We now have
The n dependent part of the preceding sum is
If we multiply this by N ρ−γ it becomes a Riemann sum approximation to an integral, and we see that as N → ∞,
where the constant c depends on z 1 , z 2 , ρ, γ, ν. Thus
In words, we can simulate SAW's from the half-space ensemble of walks that start at the origin and stay in the half-space z < 1 until they end on the plane z = 1 as follows. We generate walks ω from the fixed length ensemble, apply a Euclidean transformation so that the reversal of ω goes from the origin to the plane z = 1 and weight the walk by z(ω) p .
Spherical ensemble
The second ensemble in the paper consists of all finite length SAW's that start at (0, 0, a) and then stay inside the sphere of radius 1 centered at the origin until they end somewhere on the surface of this sphere. (The parameter a satisfies −1 < a < 1.) By a simple translation this becomes the ensemble of all walks that start at the origin and then stay inside the sphere of radius 1 centered at (0, 0, −a) until they end somewhere on the surface of this sphere. A walk ω is given weight µ −|ω| . We will refer to this ensemble of walks starting at the origin as the spherical ensemble, and denote expectations in this ensemble by E sphere δ . We want to express this ensemble in terms of the fixed-length ensemble.
To relate these two ensembles we introduce the following super ensemble. We start with all finite SAW's that start at the origin. A walk ω is weighted by µ −|ω| . Given a walk ω there is a dilation factor R(ω) such that the dilated walk ω/R(ω) will end on the surface of the sphere centered at (0, 0, −a) with radius 1. In general this dilated walk will not stay inside the sphere, so we must condition on the event that it does. We let 1 S (ω/R(ω)) denote the indicator function for this event.
Fix 0 < R 1 < R 2 . Let ψ be a random variable on the space of simple curves from the origin to the boundary of the unit sphere centered at (0, 0, −a). Define
where the sum is over all finite SAW's starting at the origin. 1 S (
) is the indicator function that the dilated walk stays in the sphere. We have introduced a cutoff by requiring R(ω) to lie between R 1 and R 2 . And we have introduced a factor W (ω) that we will define later. Let ||ω(|ω|)|| be the distance to the endpoint of ω, and let θ be the angle between the z-axis and the line from the origin to the endpoint of ω. Some calculation shows
We now decompose the sum in Z δ (ψ) in two different ways. The first decomposition is based on R(ω). We fix an R and an infinitesimal dR and consider the following "slice" of Z δ (ψ).
The definition of R(ω) implies that ω ends on the surface of the sphere of radius R(ω) centered at (0, 0, −aR(ω)). So the sum above contains all walks that start at the origin and end in a thin shell about the surface of the sphere of radius R centered at (0, 0, −aR). If the thickness of this shell were uniform and we did not include the factor of W (ω), then in the scaling limit the above sum with the appropriate normalization would converge to the expectation of ψ in the spherical ensemble. However, the thickness of the shell is not uniform. We correct for this by taking W (ω) to be proportional to the reciprocal of the shell thickness. So W (ω) only depends on ω through its endpoint; in fact it is only a function of θ. We can think of Z δ (ψ) as a sum over many shells, and so we conclude that with this definition of W (ω),
For the second decomposition of Z δ (ψ), we decompose it based on the number of steps in ω. Let c n be the number of SAW's starting at 0 with n steps. We rewrite Z δ (ψ) as
As the lattice spacing goes to zero, the first n for which the summand in the sum on n is nonzero goes to infinity. Since c n is asymptotic to µ n n γ−1 , we replace µ −n c n by n γ−1 . As in our previous derivation we replace the expectations E n by a single expectation E N by replacing n −ν ω with N −ν ω where ω comes from
). The indicator function 1 S (
) is more subtle. The probability that an n-step SAW stays on one side of a half-plane is conjectured to go to zero as n −ρ as n → ∞. So we expect that the probability that 1 S ( ω R(ω) ) = 1 also goes to zero as as n −ρ . So we approximate
). We now have
The n dependent part of this is
If we multiply this by N ρ−γ it becomes a Riemann sum approximation to an integral, and so as N → ∞,
So we can simulate SAW's from the spherical ensemble of walks that start at the origin and stay in the sphere of radius 1 centered at (0, 0, −a) until they end on its boundary as follows. We generate walks ω from the fixed length ensemble. We rescale the walks so that they end on the given sphere and then condition on the event that the walk stays inside the sphere. These walks are then weighted by R(ω) p W (ω).
Point to point ensemble
Finally, we consider the point to point ensemble of SAW's. We take one point to be the origin and label the other point as q. The ensemble consists of all SAW's on the lattice which start at 0 and end at q. (We interpret ending at q as meaning the walk ends at the nearest point in the lattice to q.) All finite length SAW's between the points are allowed, and the probability of a walk ω is proportional to µ −|ω| where |ω| is the number of steps in the walk. Let E 0→q δ denote expectation with respect to this ensemble. So if ψ is an observable on the space of SAW's from 0 to q, then
where Z δ is the usual partition function to make E 0→q δ
[1] = 1. Given a point z, in two dimensions there is a unique Euclidean symmetry that maps it to q and fixes the origin. In three and higher dimensions, there are many Euclidean symmetries that do so. For each z we pick one and denote it by φ z . Given a finite walk ω starting at 0, φ ω(|ω|) transforms ω into a walk from the origin to q. To simplify the notation we denote φ ω(|ω|) just by φ ω , but we emphasize that it only depends on the endpoint of ω.
For this derivation our super-ensemble consists of all finite length SAW's which start at the origin. The total mass of this ensemble is infinite, so we introduce a cutoff. Fix 0 < r 1 < r 2 . The cutoff is that r 1 ≤ ||ω(|ω|)|| ≤ r 2 . Let ψ(ω) be an observable on the space of simple curves from 0 to q. We define
where the sum is over all finite walks starting at 0 on a lattice with spacing δ. ω(|ω|) is the endpoint of the walk, and ||ω(|ω|)|| denotes the usual Euclidean distance of this point from the origin. First we decompose the sum over walks in Z δ (ψ) based on where the walk ends:
So Z δ,z is the partition function corresponding to E 0→z δ . Then
We expect the scaling limit to have euclidean invariance, and so in the scaling limit E [ψ(ω)] should converge to the same limit for all z. The sum of Z δ,z over z satisfying r 1 ≤ ||z|| ≤ r 2 is just Z δ (1). So
Our second decomposition of Z δ (ψ) is based on the number of steps in the walk. Letting c n denote the number of SAW's starting at the origin with n steps, we have
The constraint that the endpoint of the walk is at a distance at least r 1 implies that as the lattice spacing goes to zero, the terms in the above sum are non-zero only for larger and larger n. Since c n is expected to be asymptotic to µ n n γ−1 , we replace µ −n c n by n γ−1 . For large n we can approximate the expectations E n by a single expectation E N where N is large if we rescale the walks suitably. More precisely, if we sample ω from E n and ω from E N , then ωn −ν and ωN −ν should have approximately the same distribution when n and N are large. Since
The terms in the above that depend on n are
If we multiply this by
In words, we can simulate SAW's from the ensemble of walks between 0 and q by generating walks ω from the fixed length ensemble, applying a Euclidean transformation so that the walk goes between 0 and q and weighting the walk by ||ω(N)|| −γ/ν .
Lattice effect function
The prediction (5) for the hitting density for the sphere is not exactly correct. There is a lattice effect that persists in the scaling limit that must be taken into account. This effect is not present in the other two simulations since the surface involved is a plane. The exact form of this lattice effect depends on just how one defines the ensemble of SAW's ending on the boundary of the sphere. In [12] it was conjectured that in two dimensions the local lattice effect at a point on the boundary only depends on the angle of the tangent to the boundary with respect to the lattice. We expect the analogous result holds in three dimensions, i.e., the local lattice effect only depends on the orientation of the tangent plane to the surface with respect to the lattice. In the context of our prediction (5) for the sphere, this means it only depends on the spherical angles θ and φ of the endpoint of the walk. Explicit conjectures for these local lattice effects were given in [12] for two particular definitions of the ensemble of SAW's ending on the boundary of a domain and for a third definition in [13] . The ensemble we consider here is completely analogous to the two dimensional ensemble considered in [13] . Requiring the SAW to stay inside the dilated sphere and end on its boundary has both a macroscopic and microscopic effect. The prediction (5) comes from the macroscopic effect. Near the endpoint of the walk the microscopic effect is that the SAW must stay on one side of the tangent plane to the sphere at the endpoint. This will produce a factor l(θ, φ) that depends on the angle of the tangent line with respect to the lattice.
Let P be the plane through the origin which is parallel to the plane that is tangent to the sphere at the point with angles θ, φ. We consider SAW's with N steps starting at the origin. Let c N be the number of such walks, and let b N (θ, φ) be the number of such walks that stay on one side of the plane. So b N (θ)/c N is the probability that an N step SAW stays on one side of the plane. We expect that this probability goes to zero as N −ρ as N → ∞, and we conjecture that the lattice effect is given by the function
So if we use the weight W (ω) in our ensemble as we did in (11) , then the hitting density will be ρ a (θ, φ)l(θ(ω), φ(ω)), rather than ρ a (θ, φ) as it should be. Here θ(ω), φ(ω) are the spherical angles of the endpoint of the walk ω. To remove this lattice effect from our ensemble we replace the weight W (ω) byŴ
We do not have an explicit conjecture for l(θ, φ). We must estimate it by a separate Monte Carlo simulation. Since ρ a (θ, φ) only depends on θ, we do not need to compute the full function l(θ, φ). We only need to computel
The integral over φ can be done as part of the simulation. We generate a large number of SAW's with N steps starting at the origin. For each SAW we randomly pick a φ uniformly from [0, 2π] . For a fixed SAW and φ there will be an interval of θ, possibly empty, for which the SAW stays on one side of the plane through the origin that is parallel to the tangent plane to the sphere at the point with spherical coordinates θ, φ. The average of the indicator function of this interval over the SAW samples is then an approximation forl(θ).
We carried out this simulation for N = 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 with 80 million samples for each N. A sample is a computation of range of θ, which is often empty.
For the smaller values of N the result depends significantly on N. In figure 1 we plot our approximations forl(θ) that result from the simulations with N = 1000, 2000 and 5000. Each curve has been rescaled so its average is 1. The figure shows that for these three values of N the approximations are very close to each other. We use the data for N = 1000 when we study the simulations for the spherical ensemble. 
Simulation tests of the predictions
We use the pivot algorithm to simulate the ensemble of SAW's with a fixed number of steps. We use Clisby's implementation of this algorithm which has dramatically increased its speed [3] . For all our simulations we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) rather than the density. Finding the density from a simulation requires taking a numerical derivative and so adds further uncertainty. As can be seen in figure 2 in [14] , if we plot the predicted CDF and the CDF found in the simulation, the difference between them is too small to be seen in such a plot. So in this paper we only plot the differences -the simulation CDF minus the predicted CDF.
We first consider the hitting density for the SAW in the half-space z < 1 which start at the origin and end on the plane z = 1. As discussed in section 3.1 we can study this ensemble by using the pivot algorithm to generate samples of the half-space fixed length ensemble. This ensemble consists of all SAW's with N steps which start at the origin and stay in the half-space z > 0. For any such SAW we can dilate it and translate it to produce a SAW in the half-space z < 1 that goes between the origin and the plane z = 1. As discussed in section 3.1, if we weight the SAW ω by z(ω) (ρ−γ)/ν then we expect the scaling limit to be the same as the scaling limit of the SAW in the half-space z < 1 which start at the origin and end on the plane z = 1. Here z(ω) is the z-component of the endpoint of the walk. When the SAW ω ends close to the plane z = 0, z(ω) will be relatively small. Such SAW's are improbable, but the weighting factor is large and so the statistical errors in the simulation are increased. The troublesome SAW's typically have a value of θ near 90 degrees. So if we only study the random variable θ for θ ≤ θ 0 with θ 0 slightly less than 90, i.e., condition on θ ≤ θ 0 , we can reduce this problem. We take θ 0 = 85.
We can compute b using eq. 1 and the existing numerical estimates of the exponents ρ, γ and ν. However, the result is not accurate enough for our purposes. So we use our data for the half-space hitting density to estimate b as follows. Let F N (θ) be the CDF when we use N step SAW's, and let H(θ, b) be the predicted CDF. We assume that their difference is of the form
where the function g(θ) and the power p are unknown. Let β be an initial estimate of b and write b = β + ǫ. So ǫ is small and we have
So
We compute the left side from our simulation and we also compute ∂H ∂β (θ, β). We then use the data for the simulations with N = 100K, 250K, 500K to solve for ǫ, p and g(θ). We find b = 1.33027(20). Figure 2 shows the difference between the simulation CDF and the predicted CDF from conformal invariance for the hitting density for the half-space for N = 100K, 250K, 500K and 1000K. One of the most important features in this figure is the vertical scale. Even for the shortest length of N = 100K, the maximum difference is only about 8 × 10 −4 . The error bars shown are plus or minus two standard deviations for the statistical errors in the simulation. They do not include the error from the finiteness of N. The figure shows that most of the difference comes from these finite N errors, and these errors are going to zero as N → ∞.
Next we consider the hitting density for the ensemble of SAW's in the sphere of radius 1 centered at the origin which have one endpoint at (0, 0, a) and the other endpoint on the surface of the sphere. We take a = 3/4. As discussed in section 3.2 we use the fixed length ensemble to study this hitting density. Given an N step SAW in the full-space which starts at the origin, we dilate the walk to produce a walk with one endpoint at the origin and the other endpoint on the sphere of radius 1 centered at (0, 0, −a). We then condition on the event that this dilated walk lies entirely inside the sphere. We weight the walk by R(ω) −(γ−ρ)/ν , where R(ω) is the dilation factor. As we argued in section 3.1 we expect the scaling limit to be the same as the scaling limit of the SAW in the sphere. The lattice effects that were discussed in the previous section appear in this ensemble. They persist in the scaling limit and must be taken into consideration when we test our prediction for the hitting density. In figure 3 we plot the difference of the predicted CDF and the CDF from the simulation for N = 1, 000K. Two curves are shown. In one we take the lattice effect into account and in the other we do not. The figure shows that if we fail to account for the lattice effect, then the difference between the predicted CDF and the simulation CDF can be as large as 0.005, much larger than the statistical errors in our simulations and the finite-N errors.
Finally we consider the ensemble of SAW's in the full-space from (0, 0, 0) to (0, 0, 2). Our prediction for this ensemble gives the distribution of the point on the plane z = 0 where the walk first hits the plane (8) . We simulate this ensemble using the fixed length ensemble. This ensemble consists of SAW in the full-space with N steps which start at the origin. Given such a SAW we apply a Euclidean symmetry (rotation and dilation) that fixes the origin and take the other endpoint of the SAW to (0, 0, 2). We weight the transformed N step SAW ω by ||ω(N)|| −γ/ν . As we argued in section 3.3 the scaling limit should be the same as the scaling limit The curves are the difference between the simulation CDF's using N = 1000K for the hitting density for a sphere centered at (0, 0, 3/4) and the predicted CDF. The curve that is nearly zero takes into account the lattice effect that survives the scaling limit, and the other curve does not.
of the ensemble of SAW's from (0, 0, 0) to (0, 0, 2). In figure 4 we plot the differences between the simulation CDF and the predicted CDF for N = 100K, 250K, 500K, 1000K. Again the error bars are only for the statistical errors, and the figure shows the differences going to zero as N → ∞. The pivot algorithm is a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm and so does not generate independent samples of the SAW. For the hitting density for the half-space and the distribution for the first hit of the bisecting plane, we sampled the Markov chain every 100 iterations. For N = 1000K we generated 10 9 samples. For the smaller values of N we generated on the order of 4 × 10 9 samples. For the hitting density of the sphere we sampled the Markov chain every 10 iterations. However, in this simulation we must condition on the event that the dilated walk lies entirely in the sphere. The probability of this event goes to zero as N → ∞. For N = 1000K the probability is approximately 0.0025. To compensate for this small probability we generated 60 × 10 9 samples. 
Conclusions
We presented preliminary results on these tests of the conformal invariance of the threedimensional SAW in [14] . The ensembles of SAW's for which there are prediction based on conformal invariance have walks with varying lengths. However, the fastest computational method for the SAW, the pivot algorithm, studies an ensemble of walks which all have the same number of steps. A crucial tool in our study of these conformal invariance predictions is the method explained in section 3 of this paper that allows us to study the ensembles that involve walks of varying lengths using the fixed-length ensemble. As in two dimensions, there are lattice effects that persist in the scaling limit that must be taken into account in our study of the prediction of the hitting density for the sphere. The computation of this lattice effect was discussed in section 4 of this paper.
For all three of our tests of the predictions of conformal invariance the simulations presented in this paper show excellent agreement. With N = 1000K the maximum differences between the predicted CDF's and the CDF's found in the simulations range from 1 × 10 −4 to 6 × 10 −4 . The differences we see are due both to statistical errors and the finite length of the walks we use. For two of the three predictions we have presented simulations for several values of N, the length of the SAW, which clearly show the finite-N error going to zero as N → ∞.
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